INTRODUCTION
============

Tropical cyclones (TCs) are among the most devastating and destructive natural hazards on Earth ([@R1], [@R2]), with the most intense TCs found over the northwestern Pacific. Super Typhoon Haiyan of 2013, one of the strongest TCs in history over the northwestern Pacific, caused more than 6200 deaths with additional 1785 people reported missing in the Philippines alone ([@R3]). In theory, a potential intensity (PI) exists and can be predicted with a given sea surface temperature (SST) and atmospheric thermodynamic profile ([@R4], [@R5]). Unfortunately, the intensity of individual TCs is extremely difficult to predict in reality ([@R6]) because of various internal and environmental factors involved in the evolution of TC intensity ([@R7], [@R8]), such as vertical shear of horizontal winds in the troposphere ([@R9]) and interaction of the TC with the ocean ([@R8], [@R10]--[@R14]). The challenge extends to and becomes even bigger for prediction and projection of TC intensity on time scales beyond a season ([@R15]). Adding to the challenge is the fact that the climate models in use do not have sufficient spatial resolution to adequately resolve TC structure and intensity, although some of them are skillful in reproducing year-to-year changes in seasonal TC counts and track density ([@R16]--[@R18]). The projected changes in TC intensity under global warming vary widely among models with large and poorly quantified uncertainties ([@R19]). Alternatively, a statistical approach that links the seasonal mean TC intensity to climate indices can be very helpful both for the projections and as a guide to understanding the relevant factors that govern mean TC activity. Here, we disentangle the causes of the interannual-to-decadal variability of the lifetime peak TC intensity in the northwestern Pacific where TCs are most active. We restrict our attention to TCs that reach at least typhoon intensity (equivalent to category 1 hurricane intensity in the North Atlantic). We focus on the year-to-year variability of the seasonal mean lifetime peak intensity (obtained from the lifetime peak intensity of all TCs over the entire typhoon season for each year; see Materials and Methods) instead of the variability among individual TCs because the dominant factors for the latter vary from case to case.

RESULTS
=======

[Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the evolution of the seasonal mean lifetime peak intensity of typhoons between 1951 and 2010, computed using TC data from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) best track data set ([@R20]), with the intensity data before 1973 being adjusted to account for shifting wind-pressure relationships. Significant interannual-to-decadal variability is evident with a period of weak decrease from the late 1950s to the mid-1970s followed by a rising trend. The mean lifetime peak intensity during the last two decades is about 5 m s^−1^ (\~10%) higher than that in the 1970s, corresponding to a 33% increase in the instantaneous destructiveness of typhoons that scales as the cube of wind speed ([@R21]). Similar results for the seasonal mean lifetime peak intensity and other typhoon metrics to be discussed later (for example, intensification rate and duration) are obtained using the maximum 1-min sustained wind speed converted from the Japan Meteorological Agency best track data (fig. S1; see the Supplementary Materials for details). Analysis of the distribution of typhoon lifetime peak intensity within individual years shows that the increase in seasonal mean peak values is due to an increase in the proportion of stronger typhoons (fig. S2), consistent with previous findings ([@R21]--[@R26]).

![Interannual-to-decadal variability of various typhoon metrics.\
(**A** to **C**) Seasonal mean (A) lifetime peak intensity ($\overline{\mathit{v}_{\text{max}}}$), (B) intensification rate ($\overline{\mathit{I}}$), and (C) intensification duration ($\overline{\mathit{D}}$) of typhoons in the northwestern Pacific as a function of time (thin solid black curve). The thick black curve in each panel shows the 9-year running averages. Error bars shown as shading are calculated by dividing the SD by the square root of the number of storms in each year. The thin dashed red curve in (A) is obtained as *v*~0~ + $\overline{\mathit{I}}$ × $\overline{\mathit{D}}$, and its correlation with $\overline{\mathit{v}_{\text{max}}}$ (thin solid black curve) is 0.89.](1500014-F1){#F1}

The lifetime peak intensity achieved by a TC can be written as
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where *v*~0~ is the intensity of the TC when it reaches typhoon intensity for the first time and can be considered as a constant (\~33 m s^−1^), *I* is the mean intensification rate from *v*~0~ to *v*~max~, and *D* is the corresponding intensification duration. Accordingly, to gain new insights into the physical mechanisms underlying the variability in the seasonal mean lifetime peak intensity, we take a new approach and view *v*~max~ as a product of two factors: the rate of intensification (*I*) and the duration of intensification (*D*). The seasonal mean values of intensification rate and intensification duration exhibit strong variations ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, B and C) and are not correlated (cross-correlation *r* = −0.07), and their product well represents the variations in seasonal mean lifetime peak intensity ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; the correlation coefficient between the solid and dashed curves is \~0.9). In particular, despite a reduction in the duration of typhoon intensification during the recent decade, the lifetime peak intensity remains unchanged because of an unprecedentedly high intensification rate. The nonsignificant relationship between the seasonal mean intensification rate and duration suggests that they are influenced by different factors.

Factors that have been identified as being potentially important for setting the intensification rate are the SST, upper ocean thermal state, vertical wind shear, low-level vorticity, and the thermodynamic state of the atmosphere ([@R8]--[@R10], [@R12], [@R27]--[@R33]). We computed the correlation coefficient between the seasonal mean intensification rate and the vertical shear of horizontal winds, of zonal and meridional components, low-level vorticity, mid-level vertical velocity, sea-level pressure, PI, SST, SST relative to global or Pacific tropical mean value, and subsurface water temperatures, all averaged over the main intensification region \[fig. S3; and this region is referred to as the low-latitude northwestern Pacific (LLNWP) in the abstract\], and also the PI averaged over the genesis region defined in ref. ([@R21]) (5°N to 15°N, 130°E to 180°E). We find that ocean temperatures in the typhoon intensification region dominate over the other factors in explaining the variability in the seasonal mean typhoon intensification rate ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The highest correlation is found in the subsurface (\~50 to 150 m) ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The seasonal mean intensification rate is not significantly correlated with atmospheric variables except for PI, which is closely related to the SST, although preliminary analysis suggests that atmospheric conditions may be more important for variations among individual TCs within a given season or for the seasonal mean intensification rates at the pre-typhoon stage. In addition, changes in SST over the typhoon intensification region relative to global or Pacific tropical mean SST do not seem to play an important role in affecting intensification rate, although the relative SST changes are important for other TC metrics (such as counts) ([@R19], [@R31], [@R34], [@R35]).

![Typhoon intensification rate versus ocean temperatures.\
(**A**) Correlation between seasonal mean intensification rate and summer (July--September) ocean temperatures at different depths (black dots) and PI (red dot) averaged over the intensification region. Gray and red bars show the 95% credible intervals. (**B**) Time series of seasonal mean intensification rate (blue curve) and ocean temperature at 75-m depth averaged over the intensification region (red curve). (**C**) Scatter plot of seasonal mean frequency of rapid intensification per storm versus ocean temperature at 75-m depth averaged over the intensification region. Solid blue line shows the linear regression, with dashed blue curves showing the 95% confidence bands.](1500014-F2){#F2}

Correlation does not imply causality, but the ocean effect on TCs has a sound physical basis. SST affects PI ([@R36], [@R37]), and subsurface thermal stratification influences the amplitude of typhoon-induced SST cooling ([@R38]). To quantify their respective importance in the seasonal mean intensification rate ($\overline{\mathit{I}}$), we use a regression model:$$\overline{\mathit{I}} = \mathit{a}SST + \mathit{b}\mathit{T}_{\text{sub}} + \mathit{c}$$with *T*~sub~ representing subsurface ocean temperature and *c* being a constant ([@R39]). This model can be further written as follows:$$\overline{\mathit{I}} = (\mathit{a} + \mathit{b})SST - \mathit{b}(SST - \mathit{T}_{\text{sub}}) + \mathit{c}$$to delineate the respective effect of SST and subsurface stratification (SST − *T*~sub~) ([@R40]). Assigning *T*~sub~ and SST, respectively, with anomalies in 75-m ocean temperature and SST with respect to their respective long-term climatological mean, we obtain *a* = 0.08 m s^−1^ per 6 hours per °C, *b* = 1.03 m s^−1^ per 6 hours per °C, and *c* = 3.10 m s^−1^ per 6 hours. This suggests that (i) a warmer SST and/or a weaker stratification favor typhoon intensification; (ii) changes in SST and subsurface stratification are nearly equally important in influencing seasonal mean intensification rate (because their semipartial correlations with intensification rate are nearly equal in magnitude at 0.48 and −0.51, respectively); and (iii) intensification rate variations can be viewed as being largely due to subsurface temperature changes that include information on changes in both SST and subsurface stratification (Δ$\overline{\mathit{I}}$ \~ Δ*T*~sub~). The robustness of the correlation between $\overline{\mathit{I}}$ and *T*~sub~ (*r* = 0.58; [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, A and B, and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) is confirmed by a Bayesian uncertainty analysis (see Materials and Methods) that explicitly takes into account the autocorrelation in water temperature. During the past three decades, a 0.75°C rise in 75-m water temperature coincides with an increase of nearly 0.8 m s^−1^ per 6 hours in the mean intensification rate (from 2.8 to 3.6 m s^−1^ per 6 hours). Consistent with this, our observational analysis shows that warmer subsurface waters favor rapid intensification (defined as intensification rate ≥4.5 m s^−1^ per 6 hours; [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

###### Correlation between typhoon intensification rate and various atmospheric and oceanic variables.

\|Δ*V*\|~200−850~, full shear; \|Δ*u*\|~200−850~, shear of zonal wind; \|Δ*v*\|~200−850~, shear of meridional wind; ζ~850~, 850-hPa vorticity; ω~500~, 500-hPa pressure velocity; SLP, sea-level pressure; PI~inten~, PI over the main intensification region; PI~genesis~, PI over the main genesis region defined in ref. ([@R21]); RSST, SST over the typhoon intensification region relative to global tropical mean SST; *T*~75m~, ocean temperature at 75-m depth; *r*~upper~ and *r*~lower~, the upper and lower bounds, respectively, for a 95% credible interval.

               **\|Δ*V*\|**   **\|Δ*u*\|**   **\|Δ*v*\|**   **ζ~850~**   **ω~500~**   **SLP**   **PI~inten~**   **PI~genesis~**   **SST**   **RSST**   ***T*~75m~**
  ------------ -------------- -------------- -------------- ------------ ------------ --------- --------------- ----------------- --------- ---------- --------------
  *r*          −0.17          0.13           −0.03          −0.18        0.07         0.16      0.33            −0.03             0.32      0.09       0.58
  *r*~upper~   0.10           0.38           0.24           0.09         0.33         0.41      0.54            0.23              0.54      0.35       0.36
  *r*~lower~   −0.42          −0.14          −0.29          −0.43        −0.20        −0.11     0.07            −0.30             0.05      −0.18      0.73

The effectiveness of subsurface water temperatures in affecting typhoon development depends on how quickly the subsurface water can be brought to the surface. We have simulated the oceanic response to the passage of a typhoon using an ocean circulation model (see Materials and Methods). By adding passive tracers at different depths, we show that water at 75-m depth can be brought to the surface 6 hours before the passage of the typhoon eye as a result of wind-induced upwelling and vertical mixing (fig. S6; about 50% of the water in the 30-m-deep, pre-typhoon mixed layer has been replaced by water originating from depths between 50 and 100 m), consistent with observational analysis of SST ([@R41]). Water at 125-m depth appears at the surface at a later time, but it still modulates the amplitude of the SST cooling before the passage of the second half of typhoon eyewall (fig. S6). Because TC-generated SST cooling can induce a nearly instantaneous response in TC intensity ([@R42]), subsurface temperatures exert a strong effect on typhoon development.

We have further compared our estimates with previous theoretical, observational, and modeling results by considering two situations. On the one hand, for a fixed subsurface stratification, [Eq. 3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"} suggests that a 1°C increase in background SST (with an accompanied 1°C increase in *T*~sub~) would increase the intensification rate by \~1 m s^−1^ per 6 hours and thereby the intensity by \~5 m s^−1^. This sensitivity of typhoon intensity to SST is consistent with previous theoretical and modeling studies \[that is, 1 to 10 m s^−1^ per °C; for example, see refs. ([@R36], [@R43]--[@R45]) for PI considerations; see refs. ([@R46]--[@R48]) for simulations using the GFDL Hurricane Prediction System or Weather and Research Forecasting model\]. On the other hand, for a fixed background SST, [Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} or [Eq. 3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"} suggests that a 1°C reduction in *T*~sub~ (that is, a 1°C increase in the subsurface stratification SST − *T*~sub~) would reduce the intensification rate by \~1 m s^−1^ per 6 hours because of the cooler instantaneous SST experienced by the typhoon. For a typical mixed layer depth of 30 m (fig. S4A), the induced SST cooling would be \~0.7°C, assuming that during its passage the typhoon can sufficiently mix the top 100 m of the water column to produce a uniform temperature profile ([@R49]). This indicates that the sensitivity of the intensification rate to the negative SST feedback associated with the typhoon-induced instantaneous cooling is \~(1 m s^−1^ per 6 hours)/(0.7°C) ≈ 1.4 m s^−1^ per 6 hours per °C. This is in accord with the observational results shown in ref. ([@R13]) and modeling results shown in ref. ([@R32]).

The duration of typhoon intensification, on the other hand, is, by definition, related to the length of the path and the translation speed. Here, we represent the length of the path simply using the difference between the seasonal mean starting (\*~str~) and ending ((\*~end~) longitude (ϕ) and latitude (λ) of the intensification stage. Correlation calculations show that the path length dominates over the translation speed (*U*) for the variations of intensification duration (table S1).

Furthermore, this path length is largely determined by the longitude and latitude of typhoon genesis. This is not surprising: When a typhoon forms closer to the equator and the dateline, it can intensify for a longer period of time over warm water, before reaching land or cold water. This is confirmed by the high correlation between the seasonal mean intensification duration and El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) indices ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and table S1). In a positive phase of ENSO/PDO, warm water extends eastward over the tropical Pacific, producing a large-scale atmospheric environment over the southeastern quadrant of the northwestern Pacific (for example, above-normal low-level vorticity and mid-level upward motion) that favors a southeastward displacement of TC/typhoon genesis ([@R18], [@R29], [@R50]--[@R52]). As a result, the average duration of typhoon intensification is longer during the 1990s compared to the mid-1970s ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The duration shortens during the last decade ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) owing to the cooling of the central equatorial Pacific ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R53]), contributing negatively to the seasonal mean lifetime peak intensity. This effect is, however, compensated and even surpassed in size by that of enhanced intensification rate due to upper ocean warming in the typhoon intensification region (that is, LLNWP), making typhoon intensity of the last decade on average the strongest over the past six decades ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Modulation of typhoon intensification duration by PDO.\
Time series of normalized seasonal mean duration of typhoon intensification (blue curve) and normalized PDO index during the typhoon peak season (red curve). The correlation coefficient between them is 0.43.](1500014-F3){#F3}

Because measurements of TC intensity have evolved with time over the northwestern Pacific, we have further performed the following sensitivity analyses to test the robustness of our results (see the Supplementary Materials for details). First, we repeated the calculations with more reliable data for recent decades. We found that the relationship between intensification rate and ocean temperatures and that between intensification duration and ENSO/PDO remain generally unchanged. Second, to remove the effect of slow changes in observational methods, we repeated the analysis for 9-year high-pass filtered data and obtained similar results. Furthermore, the intensity data from different agencies are generally consistent, as discussed earlier. All of these examinations suggest that our results are robust.

DISCUSSION
==========

Our observational analysis has thus revealed that the seasonal mean typhoon lifetime peak intensity is primarily controlled by two distinct factors: intensification rate, which in turn is strongly affected by local upper ocean temperatures, and intensification duration, which in turn is influenced by large-scale modes of climate variability. The findings, to our knowledge, provide the first observational evidence for the dominance of upper ocean thermal structure in the interannual-to-decadal variability of typhoon lifetime peak intensity and are in line with the predictions obtained in recent modeling work of ref. ([@R32]), and hence emphasize the importance of monitoring ocean subsurface temperatures for the prediction of TC intensity ([@R14], [@R54]--[@R58]).

Our results have important implications for changes in typhoon lifetime peak intensity under global warming. In response to strengthened greenhouse gas forcing, the SST increase acts to intensify typhoons, whereas intensified upper ocean stratification suppresses typhoon intensification. Previous projections of typhoon intensity measured by maximum wind speed or minimum central pressure based on PI theory and dynamical models vary widely between −2 and 17.3% ([@R19]). These projections, however, may have large uncertainties, because the original PI theory does not include the ocean coupling processes and dynamical models do not have sufficient spatial resolution to simulate observed intensity. Here, we provide the first statistical projection using our observation-based regression model that considers both the effects of SST and subsurface stratification. In 20 models (table S2) from the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) ([@R59]), ocean surface and subsurface temperatures in the typhoon intensification region (that is, LLNWP) warm by 1.4° and 1.3°C, respectively, by the end of this century under Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 4.5 (a medium mitigation scenario) (fig. S7). Applying our regression model to CMIP5 projections and assuming both PDO and ENSO in their neutral states, we find that the seasonal mean typhoon lifetime peak intensity may increase from the current 55 m s^−1^ (category 3) to 62.5 m s^−1^ (category 4) ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This projected increase in typhoon intensity is largely due to SST warming because changes in subsurface stratification are small, in contrast to natural variability where the thermal stratification variability is as important as SST ([Eq. 3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Our statistical model's projected percentage increase (14%) in typhoon intensity is at the high end of previous PI and dynamical model projections ([@R19]). A caveat is that our statistical model may omit some physical processes that are insignificant in current climate variability but may become important for typhoon intensification under global warming, such as the lapse rate effect ([@R60], [@R61]) (see the Supplementary Materials for a detailed discussion). Those processes may bring uncertainty to the size of our projected intensity increase---an interesting topic we leave for a future study---but we believe that their inclusion should not change our main conclusion. The strengthened typhoon intensity poses heightened threats to human society and marine/terrestrial ecosystems ([@R1], [@R2], [@R62], [@R63]). Meanwhile, the intensification of these powerful storms may accelerate ocean warming and affect heat transport in both the ocean and the atmosphere ([@R49], [@R64]--[@R68]).

![Observed and projected typhoon lifetime peak intensity.\
Observed (thin red), predicted (1950--2009; thin black), and projected (2006--2100; thin black) seasonal mean typhoon lifetime peak intensity (m s^−1^) and their 9-year running means (thick curves). Two projections are given: one (solid) considers both changes in SST and subsurface stratification with continuous gray shading showing error bars, and the other (dashed) ignores changes in subsurface stratification with error bars shown discretely for years 2006, 2016, ..., and 2096. See Materials and Methods for details. The colors on the right *y* axis denote the range of typhoon intensity from category 2 up to category 5 based on the Saffir-Simpson hurricane scale.](1500014-F4){#F4}

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Observational data
------------------

The TC data over the northwestern Pacific are from the JTWC best track data set ([@R20]), which provides TC location and intensity at 6-hour intervals. A time period of 60 years of the data (1951--2010) is in use, which allows an examination of variations over long time scales such as the decadal time scale. Note that there have been adjustments to intensity data before 1973, designed to account for shifting wind-pressure relationships used by JTWC (see details in <ftp://texmex.mit.edu/pub/emanuel/HURR/tracks_netcdf/readme_netcdf.pdf>). We focus on TCs that reach typhoon intensity (\~33 m s^−1^) because of their marked influences in many aspects and strong coupling with the ocean. To focus on the effect of atmospheric and oceanic conditions, we excluded a small fraction of typhoons that are influenced by land in the calculation, although including them produces very similar results. In total, there are more than 850 typhoons used in this study. Note that in this study, we do not consider variations in TC/typhoon counts because they are determined by other factors. As shown in refs. ([@R18], [@R51]), the number of TCs/typhoons in a given year is related to the frequency of TC genesis, which in turn is largely determined by SSTs over the northern off-equatorial central Pacific.

For each typhoon location, the intensification rate is computed by central differencing the maximum 1-min sustained surface wind speed at a 12-hour interval. A rapid intensification event is identified when the intensification rate is ≥4.5 m s^−1^ per 6 hours; using a different criterion (for example, 4 or 5 m s^−1^ per 6 hours) does not change the conclusion shown in [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Translation speed is calculated by dividing the sum of the respective distance the typhoon moves 6 hours before and 6 hours after reaching the current position by the total time interval (that is, 12 hours), using the positions reported in the best track data. Then, for each individual typhoon, we can get a mean value of intensification rate and mean translation speed by simply averaging the values at all locations during its intensification period (that is, from the TC reaching typhoon intensity for the first time until its lifetime peak intensity), and the duration of intensification is accordingly defined as the length of this intensification period. Because here we are more interested in the variation in the seasonal mean, the mean intensification rate, mean translation speed, and duration of intensification of each typhoon are then used to calculate the seasonal mean values using all typhoons during that season.

Atmospheric variables including zonal and meridional winds, air temperature, pressure, and relative humidity from National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Reanalysis 1 ([@R69]), SSTs from the Hadley Centre SST data set ([@R70]), the PDO index from <http://jisao.washington.edu/pdo/PDO.latest>, and ocean temperature anomalies from the World Ocean Database 2009 ([@R71]) are used to identify the mechanisms underlying the variability in seasonal mean typhoon intensification rate and intensification duration. The first three data sets have a monthly temporal resolution, and the last one has a temporal resolution of 3 months (that is, January--March, April--June, July--September, and October--December for each year) and is available since 1955. Because the northwestern Pacific typhoons are most active in the summer season \[see, for example, ref. ([@R72])\] and the ocean temperature data have a 3-month resolution, here we use the data during July--September to represent the typical atmospheric and oceanic conditions during the typhoon season. We tested the sensitivity of the results using data between July and October for variables with a monthly resolution, and reached the same conclusions. The typhoon intensification region used to calculate the mean value of various atmospheric and oceanic variables is defined on the basis of the geographic distribution of the locations where typhoons experience intensification during the study period (fig. S3).

We regress the seasonal mean intensification rate onto observed SST and 75-m ocean temperature anomalies, and obtain ${\overline{\mathit{I}}}_{\text{sim}}$ = 0.08 × SST + 1.03 × *T*~sub~ + 3.10 (that is, [Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} in the main text). Similarly, we regress the seasonal mean intensification duration onto observed Niño4 and PDO indices, and obtain ${\overline{\mathit{D}}}_{\text{sim}}$ = 0.08 × PDO + 0.17 × Niño4 + 1.39. Using these two regression models, we obtain ${\overline{\mathit{v}_{\text{max}}}}_{\text{sim}} = \mathit{v}_{0} + {\overline{\mathit{I}}}_{\text{sim}} \times {\overline{\mathit{D}}}_{\text{sim}}$ and show it as the predicted values in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. We further project changes in the seasonal mean typhoon lifetime peak intensity, using these two empirical relations and projected ocean temperature anomalies in fig. S7, and assuming that both ENSO and PDO are in their neutral states. The results are shown as the thin solid black curve between 2006 and 2100 in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The error bars are calculated using uncertainties in the regression coefficients and spreading of projected ocean temperatures as well as SDs in both Niño4 and PDO indices, and are shown as continuous gray shading in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. To compare the relative importance of changes in SST and subsurface thermal stratification in projected changes in typhoon lifetime peak intensity, we repeat the projection with ${\overline{\mathit{I}}}_{\text{sim}}$ calculated using [Eq. 3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"} with the second term \[that is, *b*(SST − *T*~sub~)\] omitted to ignore the effect of changes in subsurface stratification, and show the results as the thin dashed black curve in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The corresponding error bars are calculated in the same way as for the gray shading and are shown discretely only for years 2006, 2016, ..., 2086, and 2096.

Estimation of the correlation coefficient
-----------------------------------------

We estimate the correlation coefficient between variables *X* and *Y* using a Bayesian approach. Assume that *X* and *Y* are correlated time series with correlation coefficient ρ and variances $\sigma_{\mathit{X}}^{2}$ and $\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}^{2}$, respectively. The covariance matrix can be written as
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We can relate *X* and *Y* to uncorrelated white noise ϵ~1~ \~ *N*(0, 1) and ϵ~2~ \~ *N*(0, 1) using$$\begin{pmatrix}
\mathit{X} \\
\mathit{Y} \\
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
\sigma_{\mathit{X}} & 0 \\
{\rho\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}} & {\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}\sqrt{(1 - \rho^{2})}} \\
\end{pmatrix}\begin{pmatrix}
\epsilon_{1} \\
\epsilon_{2} \\
\end{pmatrix},$$where the 2 by 2 matrix is the Cholesky decomposition of *C*. Inverting this equation gives$$\begin{bmatrix}
\epsilon_{1} \\
\epsilon_{2} \\
\end{bmatrix}\begin{array}{l}
{= \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_{\mathit{X}} & 0 \\
{\rho\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}} & {\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}\sqrt{(1 - \rho^{2})}} \\
\end{bmatrix}^{- 1}\left\lbrack \begin{array}{l}
\mathit{X} \\
\mathit{Y} \\
\end{array} \right\rbrack} \\
{= \frac{1}{\sigma_{\mathit{X}}\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}\sqrt{(1 - \rho^{2})}}\begin{bmatrix}
{\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}\sqrt{(1 - \rho^{2})}} & 0 \\
{- \rho\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}} & \sigma_{\mathit{X}} \\
\end{bmatrix}\left\lbrack \begin{array}{l}
\mathit{X} \\
\mathit{Y} \\
\end{array} \right\rbrack} \\
\end{array},$$which allows us to compute the Jacobian$$\mathit{J} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial\epsilon_{1}}{\partial\mathit{X}} & \frac{\partial\epsilon_{1}}{\partial\mathit{Y}} \\
\frac{\partial\epsilon_{2}}{\partial\mathit{X}} & \frac{\partial\epsilon_{2}}{\partial\mathit{Y}} \\
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{\sigma_{\mathit{X}}} & 0 \\
{- \frac{\rho}{\sigma_{\mathit{X}}\sqrt{1 - \rho^{2}}}} & \frac{1}{\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}\sqrt{1 - \rho^{2}}} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$for the change of variables between the uncorrelated variables and the correlated variables. The joint density for *X* and *Y* can therefore be expressed as follows:$$\mathit{f}(\mathit{X},\mathit{Y})\begin{array}{l}
{= \mathit{f}(\epsilon_{1},\epsilon_{2})|\mathit{J}|} \\
{= \frac{1}{2\pi}\text{exp}\left\lbrack - \frac{1}{2}(\epsilon_{1}^{2} + \epsilon_{2}^{2}) \right\rbrack|\mathit{J}|} \\
{= \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma_{\mathit{X}}\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}\sqrt{1 - \rho^{2}}}\text{exp}\left\lbrack - \frac{1}{2(1 - \rho^{2})}\left( \frac{\mathit{X}^{2}}{\sigma_{\mathit{X}}^{2}} - \frac{2\rho\mathit{X}\mathit{Y}}{\sigma_{\mathit{X}}\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}} + \frac{\mathit{Y}^{2}}{\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}^{2}} \right) \right\rbrack} \\
{= \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{|\mathit{C}|}}\text{exp}\left\lbrack - \frac{1}{2}(\mathit{X},\mathit{Y})\mathit{C}^{- 1}\left( \begin{array}{l}
\mathit{X} \\
\mathit{Y} \\
\end{array} \right) \right\rbrack} \\
\end{array}$$so that the likelihood function (that is, the probability of *X* and *Y* given σ~*X*~, σ~*Y*~, and ρ) is given by$$\text{Pr}((\mathit{X},\mathit{Y})|\sigma_{\mathit{X}},\sigma_{\mathit{Y}},\rho) = \frac{1}{{(2\pi)}^{\mathit{N}/2}{(\text{det}~\mathit{C})}^{1/2}}\text{exp}\left\lbrack - \frac{1}{2}(\mathit{X},\mathit{Y})\mathit{C}^{- 1}\begin{pmatrix}
\mathit{X} \\
\mathit{Y} \\
\end{pmatrix} \right\rbrack = \frac{1}{{(2\pi)}^{\mathit{N}/2}\sigma_{\mathit{X}}^{\mathit{N}}\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}^{\mathit{N}}{(1 - \rho^{2})}^{\mathit{N}/2}}\text{exp}\left\lbrack - \frac{1}{2(1 - \rho^{2})}\sum\limits_{\mathit{i} = 1}^{\mathit{N}}\left( \frac{\mathit{X}_{\mathit{i}}^{2}}{\sigma_{\mathit{X}}^{2}} + \frac{\mathit{Y}_{\mathit{i}}^{2}}{\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}^{2}} - 2\rho\frac{\mathit{X}_{\mathit{i}}}{\sigma_{\mathit{X}}}\frac{\mathit{Y}_{\mathit{i}}}{\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}} \right) \right\rbrack.$$Assigning a flat prior, the posterior probability is simply proportional to the likelihood.

In some of our calculations, *X* represents ocean temperatures and *Y* represents a metric of typhoons (such as intensification rate). Then, we need to consider the autocorrelation in the ocean temperature *X*. Denoting the autocorrelation of *X* by α, the posterior probability for σ~*X*~, σ~*Y*~, ρ, α becomes$$\text{Pr}(\sigma_{\mathit{X}},\sigma_{\mathit{Y}},\rho,\alpha|(\mathit{X},\mathit{Y})) \propto \frac{\text{exp}\left\{ - \frac{1}{2(1 - \rho^{2})}\sum\limits_{\mathit{i} = 1}^{\mathit{N} - 1}\left\lbrack \frac{{(\mathit{X}_{\mathit{i} + 1} - \alpha\mathit{X}_{\mathit{i}})}^{2}}{\sigma_{\mathit{X}}^{2}} + \frac{\mathit{Y}_{\mathit{i} + 1}^{2}}{\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}^{2}} - 2\rho\frac{(\mathit{X}_{\mathit{i} + 1} - \alpha\mathit{X}_{\mathit{i}})}{\sigma_{\mathit{X}}}\frac{\mathit{Y}_{\mathit{i} + 1}}{\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}} \right\rbrack \right\}}{{(2\pi)}^{(\mathit{N} - 1)/2}\sigma_{\mathit{X}}^{\mathit{N} - 1}\sigma_{\mathit{Y}}^{\mathit{N} - 1}{(1 - \rho^{2})}^{(\mathit{N} - 1)/2}}$$where we have assumed a flat prior for Pr(σ~*X*~, σ~*Y*~, ρ, α).

Then, Pr(ρ\|(*X*, *Y*)) can be obtained as
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From the posterior distribution of ρ \[that is, Pr(ρ\|(*X*, *Y*))\], we can get the most likely value of ρ and a corresponding 95% credible interval (Bayesian analog of a 95% confidence interval).

A numerical simulation of ocean temperature response to a typhoon
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We use a primitive equation ocean model, the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) ([@R73]), to simulate the three-dimensional ocean response to a typhoon, with an aim to test whether the temperature anomalies at depths can feed back onto the typhoon development during the typhoon passage. The description of the simulation presented below largely parallels that of ref. ([@R74]).

We run ROMS in an idealized channel configuration on a β plane, subject to wind stress forcing associated with a typhoon. The domain is centered at 20°N in the meridional direction with *f* = 5.0 × 10^−5^ s^−1^ and β = 2.14 × 10^−11^ s^−1^ m^−1^, and has a size of 4960 km × 6640 km × 5000 m (*L*~*x*~ × *L*~*y*~ × *H*) using periodic east-west lateral boundary conditions, and wall boundaries at the northern and southern edges. The horizontal resolution is 10 km, and in the vertical, there are 100 unequally spaced σ layers with 20 layers in the upper 100 m. The simulation is 10 days long, using a time step of 300 s. Third-order upstream bias horizontal advection is used for both temperature and momentum, and fourth-order centered vertical advection is used for temperature. Harmonic horizontal mixing is used for both temperature and momentum. The nonlocal *K*-profile parameterization scheme ([@R75]) is chosen to parameterize the vertical turbulent mixing.

The model ocean is initially at rest and is initialized with horizontally uniform temperature and salinity fields that are obtained by averaging the temperature and salinity from the World Ocean Atlas 2009 (WOA09) data over the area of 17.5°N to 22.5°N and 125°E to 140°E (fig. S4). During the integration, the model ocean is only subject to wind forcing; short-wave radiation, long-wave radiation, and air-sea turbulent heat fluxes are not included. The surface wind fields (*v*~s~) associated with a typhoon are expressed as a modified Rankine vortex model:$$\mathit{v}_{s} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{\mathit{v}_{\text{max}}\frac{\mathit{r}}{\mathit{r}_{\text{max}}}} & {\text{for}~\mathit{r} \leq \mathit{r}_{\text{max}};} \\
{\mathit{v}_{\text{max}}\left( \frac{\mathit{r}_{\text{max}}}{\mathit{r}} \right)^{\mathit{a}}} & {\text{for}~\mathit{r} > \mathit{r}_{\text{max}},} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$where *r* is the distance from the typhoon center, *r*~max~ is the radius of maximum wind speed, *v*~max~ = 50 m s^−1^ is the wind speed at *r*~max~, and *a* is a shape parameter. In our simulation, *r*~max~ is 50 km and *a* is 0.5 ([@R76], [@R77]). The idealized typhoon moves from east to west at a translation speed of *U*, which is largely determined by environmental flows and is set to be a typical value of 4.5 m s^−1^. This translation speed is also added to the hurricane-like wind fields, producing an asymmetry in the surface winds. To avoid large-scale upwelling and downwelling in the simulations, the addition of translation speed only applies within a circle with a radius of 600 km centered at the typhoon center. In addition, two different forms of drag coefficient as a function of wind speed are used in the calculations of wind stress (fig. S5): one is adopted from ref. ([@R78]) (see the red curves in their [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), and the other is very similar to the estimates by ref. ([@R79]), with the drag coefficient leveling off for wind speed above 33 m s^−1^ (see their [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}); these two different forms produce very similar results.

To facilitate visualizing how fast the subsurface water can be brought to the surface, we add inert tracers at various water layers peaking at 25, 75, 125, and 175 m with a concentration of 100 U. To avoid the model blow-up, the tracer concentration follows a normal distribution in the vertical with an SD of 8 m.
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Fig. S1. Evolution of seasonal mean lifetime peak intensity of typhoons.

Fig. S2. Changes in proportions of TCs of different intensity.

Fig. S3. Main typhoon intensification region.

Fig. S4. Vertical profiles of temperature and salinity used to initialize the ROMS simulation.

Fig. S5. Drag coefficient as a function of surface wind speed used in ROMS simulations.

Fig. S6. Typhoon-induced changes in tracer content simulated by ROMS.

Fig. S7. Observed and simulated changes in ocean temperatures.

Fig. S8. High-frequency variations in typhoon metrics and their modulation by oceanic and climate variables.

Fig. S9. Simulated changes in various atmospheric thermodynamic variables.

Table S1. Correlation between the duration of typhoon intensification and various variables.

Table S2. Details of the ocean component of the CMIP5 models in use.
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